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Abstract: In eukaryotes, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) serves as the first membrane-enclosed organelle in the secretory pathway,
with functions including protein folding, maturation and transport. Molecular chaperones, of the Hsp70 family of proteins,
participate in assisting these processes and are essential to cellular function and survival. BiP is a resident Hsp70 chaperone in
the ER of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In this study the authors have created a partial differential equation model to examine how
BiP interacts with the membrane-bound co-chaperone Sec63 in translocation, a process in which BiP assists in guiding a nascent
protein into the ER lumen. It has been found that when Sec63 participates in translocation through localisation at the membrane,
the spatial distribution of BiP is inhomogeneous, with more BiP at the surface. When translocation is inhibited through a
disabling of Sec63’s membrane tether, the concentration of BiP throughout the ER becomes homogeneous. The computational
simulations suggest that Sec63’s localisation and the resulting binding to BiP near the membrane surface of the ER enable a
heterogeneous distribution of BiP within the ER, and may facilitate BiP’s role in translocation.

1 Introduction

Molecular chaperones participate in a wide range of processes
essential to cellular function and survival. Found in all
organisms, and ubiquitously distributed in the major
compartments of eukaryotic cells, most are intricate players
in the response to cellular stress [1]. Hsp70s assist in
protein folding and maturation, assembly or disassembly of
complexes, ribosomal RNA processing, translocation of
newly synthesised proteins, suppression of aggregation and
protein degradation (as reviewed in [2, 3]). The versatility
among molecular chaperones is intriguing, for they have a
single purpose: to bind protein substrates. The very high
degree of conservation among Hsp70 proteins may favour a
unique molecular mechanism common to all, whereas
functional differences may depend on modulating co-
chaperones such as Hsp40s and nucleotide exchange factors
(NEFs) [4]. This phenomenon of a protein having multiple,
sometimes competing functions, indicates a high level of
systems control.

In the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), a network
of chaperones and cofactors ensures the proper folding of
secretory proteins. One of the most abundant proteins of
the ER is the Hsp70 molecular chaperone, BiP. Through
biochemical and genetic experiments, BiP has been
identified in critical cellular processes, including protein
translocation of newly synthesised precursors across the ER
membrane, folding and maturation, karyogamy and ER-
associated degradation (ERAD) where unfolded or
abnormally folded proteins are sent back to the cytosol
for degradation [5–9]. Like other Hsp70 chaperones, BiP

assists in folding of a protein by repeated adenosine
triphosphate (ATP)-controlled cycles of binding and release.
Co-chaperones, such as Hsp40s, stimulate the binding of
molecular chaperones to the substrate and regulate
chaperone activities [10]. In the ER of S. cerevisiae, co-
chaperone Sec63 directly interacts with BiP, increasing its
affinity for the nascent proteins proceeding through the
translocation pore [11–13] (Fig. 1). Simultaneously within
the ER lumenal environment, co-chaperones Scj1 and Jem1
associate with BiP during the processes of protein
maturation and karyogamy, respectively [8, 9, 14]. BiP,
Jem1 and Scj1 are all involved in the degradation of
aberrant soluble proteins through ERAD [15]. As illustrated
in Fig. 1, Sil1 and Lhs1 are the NEFs that play key roles in
these processes by triggering substrate release [16, 17].

The regulation of Hsp70–Hsp40–NEF interactions is best
understood for Escherichia coli homologues DnaK, DnaJ
and GrpE. Mechanistic details have been experimentally
explored and mathematically modelled [18–24]. Yet, E.
coli is an organism that does not consist of membrane-
bound compartments to perform distinct cellular functions.
Additionally, many chaperone-mediated processes involve
spatial aspects, such as the subcellular localisation of
messenger RNA leading to translation of their encoded
proteins [25]; subcompartments of the nucleus implicated in
the processes of transcription and splicing [26, 27]; and the
spatial localisation of BiP at the ER membrane maintaining
the permeability barrier during protein translocation [28].

Yeast, S. cerevisiae, is a simple eukaryotic organism that
compartmentalises selective processes and protein–protein
interactions to specified organelles. Proteomic studies have
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verified the location of ER-resident proteins of S. cerevisiae
and identified absolute levels of protein expression [29, 30].
These data suggest that the concentration of BiP exceeds
the level of co-chaperones by at least an order of magnitude
at normal growth conditions, and is significantly up-
regulated during quality control mechanisms of the cell
including the heat shock response and unfolded protein
response (UPR) [31, 32]. It is also known that multiple
BiPs can bind to substrates with varying affinities [33].
Experimentally, the co-chaperone Sec63 must be spatially
localised at a suborganelle level – the ER membrane – in
order for translocation to occur [34]. Given this evidence,
we hypothesise that the spatial localisation of BiP and
interactions with co-chaperones regulate its diversity and
functionality in the ER of S. cerevisiae.

Thus, we describe our model development in Section 2,
discuss the significance of our simulations in Section 3 and
examine the sensitivity of our model to parameter perturbations
in Section 4. In order to investigate the chaperone and co-
chaperone interaction of BiP and Sec63, respectively, in ER
translocation, we have introduced spatial components to our
model. Subsequently, we have shown that Sec63s localisation
and functional interaction with BiP in translocation provides an
explanation for BiP’s heterogeneity in the ER.

2 Models

Modellers have attempted to discern the role of Hsp70
chaperones in assisting and accelerating translocation of
proteins across membranes of organelles, specifically the
ER and mitochondria of S. cerevisiae. Previous work has
focused on transport mechanisms, including either the
Brownian ratchet model [35], comparison to the power
stroke model [36, 37] or a unifying mechanism of both

termed entropic pulling [4]. We have examined the
significance of spatial effects between BiP and the ER
membrane co-chaperone Sec63 and implemented the
reaction rates associated with previous models that evaluate
a nascent protein as it transits through the translocation
pore. Specifically, we are interested in how the BiP–Sec63
interaction enhances translocation of the nascent protein.
Experiments exploring the BiP–Sec63 interaction in vitro
suggest that Sec63 acts as an anchor to localise BiP within
the proximity of the translocation channel, and accelerates
the transit of a peptide through the membrane pore by
regulating ATP hydrolysis of the chaperone [5, 34].

This work implements the experimental evidence [12, 16,
17, 38–42] with the added spatial component, including the
ER membrane and lumenal regions. Developing spatially
relevant models is important as in vivo experiments such as
single particle tracking (SPT) and technology advancements
in fluorescence imaging begin to capture spatial effects of
protein localisation (reviewed in [43]). Estimates of species
concentrations have been determined for S. cerevisiae [30]
as well as binding affinities between BiP, Sec63 and
synthetic peptides [38, 39]. When experimental data were
not available, as in the case of the interactions between
NEFs, Sil1 and Lhs1 and BiP, established estimates from
the mammalian literature were used (supplementary
material). However, a degree of uncertainty is inherent
when evaluating kinetic rates as a result of in vitro
experiments. We have incorporated these estimates into
models which are used to elucidate in vivo mechanisms and
varied the parameters by two orders of magnitude to test
the sensitivity of the particular values. Owing to the high
degree of homology between chaperones and co-chaperones
among eukaryotes, we believe that this estimation procedure
is an appropriate method.

Fig. 1 Molecular chaperone BiP/Kar2 is required for efficient protein translocation into the ER lumen, protein folding and maturation and
ERAD

Interactions with selective co-chaperones include membrane protein Sec63 and freely diffusing Scj1 and Jem1. Intrinsic rates of peptide release are low; thus
following ATP hydrolysis, nucleotide exchange is facilitated by Sil1 or Lhs1. In this illustration, Sec61 is a member of the ER membrane pore complex
responsible for translocation and possibly the transport of aberrant proteins by ERAD
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Our goal is to use modelling to better understand the role of
Sec63 in partitioning of BiP within the ER. To this end, we
first constructed an ordinary differential equation (ODE)
model to examine the reaction pathways and then extended
this system to a partial differential equation (PDE) model in
order to capture the spatiotemporal dynamics.

2.1 Model descriptions

2.1.1 Core ODE model: Our core model is described
by a system of ODEs. It is a 7-state, 13-parameter model
representing the interactions of BiP with the co-chaperone
Sec63 and unfolded proteins. The schematic below, Fig. 2,
depicts all plausible states of BiP binding to nascent
proteins during protein translocation into the ER lumen.
In general, molecular chaperones alternate between an ATP-
bound state representing fast substrate binding/release rates
and therefore a low affinity for proteins (upper right
triangle, Fig. 2), and an ADP-bound state characteristic of
slow association/dissociation kinetics and a high affinity for
substrates (lower left triangle, Fig. 2) [44]. The states of the
model are given in Table 1.

Under physiological conditions, BiP preferentially binds to
ATP (X1) and associates with either unfolded proteins in the
lumen or nascent proteins of the translocon (Fig. 1). BiP’s
interaction with unfolded proteins can occur in the presence
or absence of co-chaperone mediation (X1 � X6) [38, 40]
where BiP preferentially binds to hydrophobic residues [33,
45]. ATP hydrolysis ensues (X6 � X7), trapping the peptide
to form X7. Owing to low intrinsic rates of bound peptide
released from the chaperone complex, NEFs further
accelerate the cycle of protein folding (X7 � X5 � X1).
The conventional mechanism of translocation proceeds with
the binding of the co-chaperone Sec63 to BiP (X2) which
synergistically stimulates peptide binding (X3) and ATP
hydrolysis (X4). This coupling effect has been shown to
mediate the molecular trapping of proteins that BiP would
not bind on its own [38, 39]. However, it is also plausible
that BiP could initially bind to the unfolded protein and

then sequentially associate with its co-chaperone during
translocation. This scenario is represented in states
X1 � X6 � X3.

We have assumed that a single BiP is activated per Sec63
molecule located at the ER membrane. In vitro studies have
indicated that the BiP–Sec63 interaction occurs transiently,
and suggest that one Sec63 molecule could potentially
activate at least ten BiP molecules [38]. On an average, E.
coli experiments have determined that the incoming
proteins present a new Hsp70 binding site for every 25 to
35 amino acids [46], which is consistent with S. cerevisiae
literature that estimates a minimum of six to seven
molecules of BiP bound to the endogenous protein, prepro
a-factor [47]. For simplicity, our model assumes a 1:1
stoichiometry between BiP and unfolded proteins as well as
between BiP and Sec63.

Simulations were realised until the values reached a
steady-state level and then the final species concentrations
were obtained for a range of initial conditions. We found
that when the total amount of BiP is low, the Sec63-
dependent pathway (Fig. 2, outer loop) accounted for most
of the bound BiP. As the total amount of BiP in the system
was increased, the Sec63-dependent pathway (Fig. 2,
diagonal) dominated, and states such as BiP–U–ATP (X6)
accounted for most of the BiP. The latter result confirmed
an important point that BiP strongly interacts with unfolded

Fig. 2 Schematic of our ODE model consisting of seven states that represent the interactions of BiP with co-chaperone Sec63, nascent and
unfolded proteins (U), NEFs Sil1 and Lhs1 and required energy components ATP and ADP

Table 1 List of state numbers and names for the core ODE

model

State number State name

X1 BiP–ATP

X2 BiP–Sec63–ATP

X3 BiP–Sec63–U–ATP

X4 BiP–Sec63–U–ADP

X5 BiP–U–NEF–ADP

X6 BiP–U–ATP

X7 BiP–U–ADP
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protein, although it should be mentioned that the association
rate to form X6 was chosen on the higher end of the range of
experimental data [24]. This core ODE model served as a
description of reaction kinetics between BiP, Sec63 and
unfolded protein, and was a building block for constructing
a spatially dependent model describing chaperone
interactions in the ER. Details of the model are summarised
in the Supplementary Material.

2.1.2 PDE model: We constructed a PDE model, making
use of the reaction kinetics from the ODE model, to
determine the spatial distribution of BiP in the ER. The
model incorporates: (i) chemical reactions representing
transitions between states in the ODE system that take place
at the inner membrane and (ii) diffusion into the lumen of
the ER. This spatially dependent system of equations was
approximated by the method of finite differences (Fig. 3).
The irregular geometry of the ER was simplified to a sphere
(surrounding a spherical nucleus) and assumed to be
symmetric. With these assumptions, the (time-dependent)
system can be modelled in one spatial dimension. We
believe a PDE model is justified because BiP and (wild-
type) Sec63 have a localised interaction at the membrane
that precludes a well-mixed system.

We define the membrane-associated zone as the membrane
portion of the ER where protein–protein interactions take
place between BiP and the other proteins in the system.
Images attained by electron microscopy (EM) show that the
membrane has a defined thickness [48], shown as 35 nm in
Fig. 3. Sec63 spans the membrane [49] and associates with
the Sec61-constituted pore channel [50]. We do, however,
consider the entire region as well-mixed, represented by the
boundary condition of the PDE.

The rate of change of the concentration of species k is the
sum total of the concentrations of the free and bound species

plus the diffusion in the interior.

∂Cz,k

∂t
= Rk + D

∂2Cl,k

∂x2

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
x=0

(1)

Reactions and (one-dimensional) diffusion occurs in the
lumen

∂Cl,k

∂t
= Rk + D

∂2Cl,k

∂x2
(2)

with the nuclear-ER boundary condition given by

∂Cl,k

∂x

∣
∣
∣
∣
x=Ll

= 0 (3)

Here, Cz,k is the membrane-associated zone concentration and
Cl,k represents the concentration in the lumen for diffusing
species k. If this species exists only in the membrane-
associated zone, then this term is absent. D is the diffusion
coefficient (assumed to be the same for all ER lumenal
species), and Rk is the reaction term for species k. Lz is the
length of the membrane-associated zone (in one dimension),
and Ll is the annular radius of the lumen. The variable x
represents the distance from the membrane-associated zone
for a particular point on the grid.

Discretising in space, we obtain

∂(Cz,k)

∂t
= Rk + D

C1
l,k − Cz,k

Dx2
(4)

Fig. 3 PDE model consists of a membrane-associated zone and lumen represented by reaction–diffusion equations

Length of the membrane-associated zone, Lz, was taken to be 35 nm, while the annular radius of the lumen, Ll, is 110 nm ([51, 52]; Supplementary Material)
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∂C1
l,k

∂t
= Rk + D

Cz,k − 2C1
l,k + C2

l,k

Dx2
(5)

..

.

∂CN
l,k

∂t
= D

CN−1
l,k − CN

l,k

Dx2
(6)

where Ci
l,k represents the concentration of species k at grid

point i in the lumen, and Dx is the spatial separation
between two consecutive grid points. The boundary at
x ¼ 0 is the ER membrane, and the boundary at x ¼ Ll is
the nucleus. Given this formulation, the concentration of
each species is tracked spatially and temporally.

Several assumptions were made to simplify the model
and approximate the dynamics of the system. Reactions can
occur in both the membrane-associated zone and the lumen.
We define unfolded proteins as one species without
distinguishing between proteins diffusing in the lumen from
those transiting the translocation pore. Loss of proteins at the
translocon (due to completed translocation) is offset by a
production reaction (Ø � U ) that allows for replenishment
of the U pool. The translocated U is designated as a non-
reacting product Ut (Fig. 2). Thus, the total amount of
unfolded protein in the model remains constant.

3 Simulation results

3.1 Model scenarios

Three scenarios were constructed to simulate different
conditions in the ER. In each scenario, different species
were allowed to diffuse in the lumen. In our model, we
assume that if all the constituent species in a bound state
can diffuse in a particular scenario, then the bound state can
diffuse as well. The scenarios are:

1. The wild-type case that assumes that ER-resident
chaperone BiP, NEFs Sil1 and Lhs1, soluble U and
selective complexes diffuse freely throughout the lumen
[16, 41, 53, 54]. Sec63 is an integral membrane protein and
therefore remains embedded in the ER lipid bilayer [55].
2. In addition to the species outlined in Scenario 1, Sec63 and
membrane-associated complexes are now allowed to diffuse
into the lumen. Experimental data have shown that the
presence of a soluble variant of Sec63 (63Jp) not localised
to the ER membrane inhibits efficient protein translocation.
These results suggest that 63Jp competes with the

endogenous membrane-localised Sec63 by sequestering BiP
from the vicinity of the translocon pore (Sec61 complex of
Fig. 1) [34]. In this case, we can test whether the variant’s
ability to diffuse into the lumen leads to a loss of BiP’s
heterogeneous distribution in the ER.
3. When the BiP–Sec63 protein interactions are severely
impaired, or in the absence of Sec63 within the system of
scenario 1 (i.e. zero concentration), we have been able to
mimic a situation in which ER protein translocation fails.
Mutations in either Sec63 or BiP have been shown to
inhibit translocation due to defects in Sec63 interacting with
BiP (Sec63-1, [5, 56]) and, to varying degrees, BiP mutants
display different translocation efficiencies into the lumen
(kar2-113, kar2-159 and kar2-203; [57]).

It should be noted that only Scenario 1 represents
physiological conditions. Scenarios 2 and 3 are special
conditions that have been experimentally obtained using
either protein variants or thermosensitive yeast strains. The
species and states that diffuse in each scenario are given
in Table 2.

3.2 Ratio metric

From the ER PDE model, we determined the ratio of total BiP
concentration localised to the membrane-associated zone
compared to the total BiP concentration of the interior. This
metric gives an indication of BiP’s spatial localisation
within the ER subcompartments. The default scenario is to
tether Sec63 to the membrane, while BiP, NEF and U are
allowed to diffuse. From these scenarios, one can make
predictions of the importance of these species on
translocation. This is described by the equation

RatioBiP = [BiPtotal]z

[BiPtotal]l

(7)

where the subscript z means the membrane-associated zone
and l means the lumen. At steady-state, the concentrations
of diffusing species in the membrane-associated zone
and the lumen are the same, with the concentration of the
non-diffusing species on the membrane-associated zone
determining the divergence of the BiP ratio from unity.

3.3 Model results

Using the DASPK ODE/DAE solver [58], we ran simulations
for each of the scenarios until steady-state (t ¼ 105 s). The

Table 2 Matrix describing which states and species diffuse in each scenario

Diffusing

species

BiP–ATP BiP–Sec63–ATP BiP–Sec63–U–ATP BiP–Sec63–U–ADP BiP–NEF–U–ADP BiP–U–ATP BiP–U–ADP

1 BiP

U ML M M M ML ML ML

NEF

2 BiP

Sec63 ML ML ML ML ML ML ML

NEF, U

3 BiP ML ML ML ML

NEF, U

Sec63 ¼ 0

States that remain in the membrane-associated zone (M) are shaded in grey, while those states that can diffuse into the lumen as well (ML)

are unshaded. Black represents states that are not present in the scenario
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system starts from conditions where all proteins are free and
present in the membrane-associated zone. Diffusion is fast,
equalising gradients across the ER. Reactions then occur in
the membrane-associated zone and in the lumen on a
slower time scale. We analysed the concentration of each
state in the membrane-associated zone and at interior
grid points and then calculated the ratio of total BiP
concentration in the membrane-associated zone compared
to the total BiP concentration in the lumen. Simulations
accounted for total Sec63 ranging from 0.55 to 1.37 mM
(10 000–25 000 molecules) while BiP and NEF
concentrations varied from 0.55 to 55 mM (104 2 106

molecules). These initial conditions were based on a range
around populations given in the yeast genome database
[30]. The amount of total unfolded protein (U ) was 5.5 mM
or 105 molecules (see Section 4).

When Sec63 is appropriately integrated in the membrane,
BiP preferentially remains in the membrane-associated
zone (Fig. 4), resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution
throughout the ER. This is expected from the model since
BiP is reacting in the membrane-associated zone and
forming non-diffusing species. When Sec63 is allowed to
diffuse or is removed from the system entirely, BiP is
uniformly distributed in the ER, resulting in a BiP ratio (7)
of one for all total values of Sec63 and BiP. Thus,
when translocation is inhibited, the concentration is
homogeneous. When total BiP levels are low, most of it is
involved in translocation, so the BiP ratio is high (left side
of Fig. 4 graph). In the limit of high BiP levels, relatively
less BiP is used in translocation, so its distribution tends
towards homogeneity (right side of Fig. 4 graph). This
calculation was initially performed with 11 spatial grid
points and repeated for several grid sizes in order to
increase the resolution of our results (e.g. up to 1000),
yielding identical results for the ratios.

We examined the results of an ODE model to describe
the impact of the interaction between BiP and Sec63 on
the chaperone distribution in the ER. In this model, we
assumed that fast diffusion produced a well-mixed system

for all species. We then scaled the concentrations of
Sec63-derived states (i.e. X2, X3 and X4) with respect to the
volume of the membrane-associated zone and the
concentrations of the remaining states using the combined
volume of the membrane zone and lumen. The calculation
of the BiP ratio then proceeded as defined in the last section.

In comparison with the PDE model, we found that this
modified ODE model resulted in a higher BiP ratio at low
total BiP populations as shown in Fig. 4. This discrepancy
occurs because in the ODE model, Sec63 has access to the
entire BiP population for translocation. The PDE model, on
the other hand, allows for the presence of BiP both in the
membrane-associated zone and in the lumen. In this case,
a percentage of BiP does not participate with Sec63 in
translocation. Especially when BiP is scarce, this difference
produces a higher BiP ratio in the ODE model against
the PDE model. Given BiP’s known presence in both
membrane-associated zone and in the lumen, we believe
that a spatial model best describes the chaperone dynamics
in the ER. Furthermore, the PDE model takes into account
that the lumenal BiP is involved in other processes (e.g.
protein folding and degradation).

The determination of an actual physiological value of the
BiP ratio in Fig. 4 is complicated; many cellular factors
affect it. For example, if BiP binds at higher stoichiometric
ratios to Sec63 and U than 1:1, then there would be much
more BiP found in the membrane-associated zone, and the
BiP ratio would increase for the same initial conditions. BiP
is involved in multiple non-translocation cellular functions
[59], which may result in a smaller percentage available to
translocation, and would describe the right side of Fig. 4. If
either BiP or Sec63 is partially defective in their interaction
with each other [39, 60], this scenario would lead to
flattening of the curves towards homogeneity. Additionally,
perturbations to the cellular environment, such as the
induction of stress conditions in the ER, lead to membrane
expansion [61] and a resulting increase in ER volume [62],
yet simultaneously, the UPR increases the amount of BiP in
the lumen to handle an unfolded protein load [32]. Thus,

Fig. 4 Log–log plots for Scenario 1 (Sec63 is tethered to the membrane) detailing the BiP ratio (total BiP concentration on the membrane
divided by the total BiP concentration in the lumen) for total BiP varying from 0.55 to 55 mM (104 to 106 molecules) for the modified ODE (left)
and PDE (right) models

Graphs show three sets of different total Sec63 concentrations (corresponding to 10 000, 17 700 and 25 000 molecules). When Sec63 is allowed to diffuse
(Scenario 2) or is removed from the system (Scenario 3), the BiP ratio is uniformly one
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the BiP ratio would change dynamically in time. This project
does not attempt a thorough investigation of protein folding in
the ER nor perturbations to the system that, in turn, induce
various quality control mechanisms; rather our model
introduces the effect of dimensionality – specifically ER
compartmentalisation – and shows that BiP’s interaction
with Sec63 at the membrane brings about spatial localisation
in the chaperone’s distribution within the ER, which will
ultimately have implications in protein folding and other
ER-related functions.

4 Sensitivity analysis

Although we found BiP’s concentration in the ER under
wild-type conditions to be inhomogeneous (Scenario 1), we
also wanted to examine how the degree of heterogeneity (as
quantified in the BiP ratio) would change under variation in
model parameters and initial conditions, to examine the
influence of various model inputs on the system.

We first simulated the variation in total number of each
protein species in the ER. The yeast genome database
reports the total physiological population of BiP and Sec63
proteins at 337 000 and 17 700 molecules, respectively, but
with those estimates there is a great deal of uncertainty. It is
known that BiP levels in the yeast ER can fluctuate and are
regulated by the UPR. Cellular conditions also dictate a
large possible range in concentration of unfolded proteins.
Thus, we simulated the model over a large range of values
for all protein species, as summarised in Table 3. The
resulting BiP ratio for variation in Sec63 is given in Fig. 4.
We also examined a range of unfolded protein
concentrations in our simulations from 0.55 to 8.25 mM
(10 000–150 000 molecules). The ratio results for U are
shown in Fig. 5. An estimate for U came from surface
plasmon resonance experiments [39] using the peptide p5 at
2 mM or roughly 40 000 molecules in the ER. We found
that this value of protein concentration resulted in less than
a one per cent deviation in the BiP ratio from our standard
conditions (at 5.5 mM or 100 000 molecules). Most of the
U binds with free BiP, but the vast excess remains free and
is not a factor of the BiP ratio calculation. Overall, our
simulations with the aforementioned Sec63 and U
concentrations have confirmed our previous result that
when BiP levels are low, the BiP ratio is high and is
affected by the amount of Sec63 in the system. As BiP
levels are increased, the BiP ratio becomes insensitive to
changes in all initial conditions.

We next considered the binding rate between BiP and U as
variable parameters (kinetic parameters k2 and k7, Fig. 6). BiP
interacts with varying affinities to numerous types of unfolded
proteins in the ER and these interactions are dependent on the
exposed hydrophobic residues of the unfolded proteins [45].
Multiple BiPs can bind to a single translocating protein
resulting in stoichiometric effects on the reaction, impacting
the overall rate as well [35]. We varied the association rates

over five orders of magnitude and recorded the BiP ratio for
each simulation. As the association rate between BiP and U
increases, there is less of these species in the free (as
opposed to bound) state, but this does not affect the total
amount of BiP bound to Sec63 at the membrane. Therefore
we found that the BiP ratio was essentially the same for all
kinetic values.

We examined the effect on the BiP ratio given a change
in the Sec63 dissociation rate from the trimeric complex of
BiP, Sec63 and U (Fig. 7). This is described by the kinetic
rate constants k5 and k−3. The values from the literature are
0.0086 and 0.038 s21 [38], respectively. Rate k5 is slower
than the reactions upstream and downstream in the pathway

Table 3 Range of initial populations (and concentrations) for

protein species

Species Initial population

range

Initial concentration

range, mM

BiP 10 000–1 000 000 0.55–55

Sec63 10 000–25 000 0.55–1.37

NEF 10 000–1 000 000 0.55–55

U 10 000–150 000 0.55–8.25

Fig. 5 Log–log plot of the BiP ratio in the wild-type scenario for a
variation in total BiP and U, while fixing Sec63 ¼ 0.97 mM

Graph shows six sets of different total U population (from 0.55 to 8.25 mM)

Fig. 6 Log–log plot of the BiP ratio for variation in the Sec63-
dependent (k2) and Sec63-independent BiP–U association rate
(k7) from 3.5 × 104 to 3.5 × 108 M21s21 and 8.3 × 101 to
8.3 × 105 M21s21, respectively
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(e.g. k4 ¼ 0.016 s21 and k6 ¼ 0.267 s21). Thus, a bottleneck
occurs, resulting in a high concentration of the BiP–Sec63–
U–ADP (X4) state. In vitro experiments [39, 63, 64] suggest
that Sec63 may have a more transient interaction with BiP,
which would allow for higher translocation efficiency. We
increased the Sec63 dissociation rate to 10, 100 and 1000-
fold, and found that the BiP ratio decreased at low levels of
BiP and Sec63. We surmise this is due to translocating
protein being shuttled out of the Sec63-dependent pathway
at a faster rate, which in the wild-type scenario accounts for
the excess BiP on the membrane.

These results were also verified by local sensitivity
analysis. Using SUNDIALS [65], we computed the
sensitivities of the BiP ratio to perturbations of the reaction-
rate parameters. If the BiP ratio is defined as a function G,
by the chain rule we obtain the derived function

dG

dp
= ∂G

∂C

∂C

∂p
+ ∂G

∂p
(8)

where C and p represent the states and parameters,
respectively. The derivative ∂C/∂p is the standard sensitivity
matrix while the second term ∂G/∂p equals zero because the
BiP ratio has no explicit dependence on parameters. The
BiP ratio sensitivities are then scaled by the BiP ratios and
parameter values to allow for comparison. The results are
summarised in Table 4.

We took the minimum and maximum of 13 sets of initial
conditions as defined in the last section as the range of our
sensitivities. We then ranked the parameters by their
maximum and calculated the mean of the ensemble. As
Table 4 illustrates, the BiP ratio is robust to perturbations in
parameters.

Finally, we examined the sensitivity of the BiP ratio by
varying all the kinetic parameters simultaneously. We used
uniform random numbers to select each parameter value in
the range [0.1pi, 10pi], where pi is the nominal value of the
parameter. From this method, we generated 105 sets of
parameters to serve as the input for the simulations. We
then simulated the model, increasing the total BiP

concentration from 0.55 to 55 mM, and recording the
resulting distributions of the BiP ratio in a histogram as
presented in Fig. 8. Other metrics were considered [66], but
we wanted to examine the global sensitivity of the BiP ratio
and to vary more than one parameter at a time.

We found that at the low end of the BiP concentration range
(0.55 mM), the BiP ratio has a wide spread of values for the
simulations. When BiP is scarce, changes in kinetic
parameters have a significant effect on whether the BiP is
bound to Sec63 at the membrane or diffuses freely in the
lumen. Despite this sensitivity, most simulations yielded a
highly heterogeneous BiP distribution (BiP ratio ¼ 3.5–
163.7, 95% confidence interval for total BiP ¼ 0.55 mM),
confirming that most of the BiP participates in
translocation. The tails of the BiP ratio distributions are due
to the combination of parameters all being near their
maximum values. As the total BiP in the ER increases,
more of the BiP is not interacting with Sec63 (but rather
freely diffusing in the lumen); thus the reaction parameters
have much less effect. Further studies concluded that

Fig. 8 Histograms of the BiP ratio for 104, 105 and 106 BiP
molecules (0.55, 5.5 and 55 mM, respectively) while varying all
kinetic parameters simultaneously

Fig. 7 Log–log plot of the BiP ratio for variation in Sec63
dissociation rate (k5, k23) from 0.0086 to 8.6 s21 and 0.038 to
38 s21, respectively

Table 4 Scaled sensitivities of the BiP ratio ranked by maximum

value for 13 sets of BiP initial conditions in the range of 0.55 to

55 mM

Parameter Max, dG/dp Min, dG/dp Mean, dG/dp

k5 2.67 × 1021 6.857 × 1024 5.53 × 1022

k6 6.94 × 1022 1.27 × 1024 1.07 × 1021

k4 5.30 × 1022 3.89 × 1025 7.81 × 1023

k9 4.01 × 1022 8.44 × 1029 5.40 × 1023

k7 1.35 × 1022 3.18 × 1025 2.26 × 1023

k8 1.07 × 1022 4.67 × 1026 1.37 × 1023

k3 1.07 × 1023 3.27 × 1028 9.59 × 1024

k22 5.54 × 1023 3.28 × 1026 6.27 × 1024

k27 2.93 × 1023 2.53 × 1027 5.70 × 1025

k1 8.32 × 1024 1.67 × 1027 1.93 × 1025

k23 4.09 × 1024 1.61 × 1028 3.43 × 1026

k2 4.85 × 1025 6.85 × 1028 2.68 × 1026

k21 6.47 × 1027 7.09 × 1029 1.54 × 1028
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no one parameter dominates the variation of the BiP ratio. The
qualitative behaviour of the model was reproduced in all 105

simulations.
In summary, the BiP distribution is heterogeneous with

a high concentration of BiP near the membrane for the
wild-type condition where Sec63 is tethered to the
membrane. In contrast, for situations where Sec63 is allowed
to freely diffuse into the lumen, the BiP concentration is
homogeneous. Is Sec63 recruiting BiP to the membrane?
In the model there is no driving force for BiP diffusion
towards the membrane. However, BiP has a relatively fast
diffusion rate, which means that a BiP molecule readily
traverses both the lumen and the membrane-associated zone.
When it arrives at the membrane-associated zone, it has a
high probability of binding to Sec63, and this binding results
in a preferential localisation at the membrane. This supports
the model that the J-domain co-chaperones act to modulate
BiP localisation in the ER.

5 Conclusion

We have developed a spatial PDE model describing the
chaperone activity in the ER of S. cerevisiae through
reaction–diffusion equations. From the simulations, we
found that the concentration of BiP in the system was
inhomogeneous, with the concentration being greater on the
membrane, particularly as BiP levels in the ER decrease.
Our simulations showed, however, that when Sec63 was
untethered and allowed to diffuse freely into the lumen, the
BiP distribution was homogeneous. This is consistent with
the absence of BiP (translocation failure) at the membrane
observed experimentally in this situation. Sec63’s
localisation and functional interaction with BiP in
translocation provides an explanation for BiP’s
heterogeneity in the ER.
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